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Information explosion in every field in this age creates one big challenge - how to extract 
meaningful information from massive amounts of data. Currently there are millions of 
datasets available as a result of research by various scientists. It is necessary to find the 
hidden potential of this data and identify different ways data can be related to each other. 
The purpose of the project is to identify the level of similarity between the metadata of 
any two clinical trials that have been completed in Databridge application. The dataset 
being considered is the entire metadata of all the concluded clinical trials as updated on 
clinicaltrials.gov. Only the trials which have been completed and have results updated are 
being considered. This paper discusses four different techniques employed for finding 
similarity between any two particular clinical trials and their corresponding results. 
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1. Introduction
It’s the age of Big Data. Currently, there is an information overload practically in every 
other field. There is a very urgent need, due to this information overload, for making 
sense of this sheer volume of data. Similarly, in the world of scientists, there are currently 
thousands of scientists creating millions of datasets describing an increasingly diverse 
matrix of social and physical phenomena. Compared to various other fields, making sense 
of this vast data is highly important as they could lead to very useful results. It is very 
important to identify patterns and relationships among these datasets. 
DataBridge is an e-science collaboration environment tool designed specifically 
for the exploration of a rich set of sociometric tools and the corresponding space of 
relevance algorithms, and their adaptation to define semantic bridges that link large 
numbers of diverse datasets into a sociometric network. Data from several large NSF 
funded projects is analyzed to develop relevance-based data discovery methods. The 
DataBridge system will analyze linkages between datasets. It will gather data, metadata, 
usage and other information, and apply algorithms to develop a mapping of datasets 
connected by multi-dimensional relationships.  
Similarity is the measure of how much alike two data objects are. Similarity in a 
data mining context is usually described as a distance with dimensions representing 
features of the objects. If this distance is small, there will be high degree of similarity; if 
the distance is large, there will be low degree of similarity. Similarity is subjective and is 
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highly dependent on the domain and application. The business use case for cosine 
similarity involves comparing texts, product profiles or text documents. The algorithmic 
question is whether two documents are similar or not. Cosine similarity is perhaps the 
simplest way to determine this. 
 
If one can compare whether any two objects are similar, one can use the similarity as a 
building block to achieve more complex tasks, such as: 
• search: find the most similar document to a given one 
• classification: identify if a document belongs to a particular category 
• clustering: are there natural groups of similar documents 
Semantic relatedness refers to human judgments of the degree to which a given pair of 
concepts is related. Surprisingly, most humans agree on the relative semantic relatedness 
of most pairs of concepts. Measures of relatedness are automatic techniques that attempt 
to imitate human judgments of relatedness. Many such techniques already exist in the 
realm of domain-independent Natural Language Processing. However, the lack of 
domain-specific coverage of the resources used by these measures makes them 
ineffective for use in domain-specific tasks. (Pedersen, et al., 2007)  
The purpose of the project is to identify the level of similarity between the 
metadata of any two clinical trials that have been completed. The dataset being 
considered is the entire metadata of all the concluded clinical trials as updated on 
clinicaltrials.gov. Only the trials which have been completed and have some results are 
being considered. Clustering together all the trials based on their level of similarity can 
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be very useful for those who would want to make use of these huge datasets produced as 
a result of some serious and tedious work.  
This is an attempt to measure the level of similarity between any two trials at a 
time to find how similar or dissimilar they are from each other. This level of similarity 
can be measured using various similarity metrics and even by a combination of metrics. 
Currently, there are 18,635 trials with results available on the mentioned website.  The 
comparison using the cosine similarity values as just numbers might not be much useful 
unless it is represented as visualized display allowing user to compare any two files and 
find the cosine similarity value as the manner of representing the data at the end 
determines its use. Fortunately, DataBridge already has a provision for visualized display 
if provided with the two filenames being compared and a value for the measure. The 
findings of this study are expected to provide insights to the DataBridge project as well as 
for general research in health information, which will benefit future researchers in 
identifying relevant datasets to support corresponding health information related projects. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Data Mining 
Data mining, also called knowledge discovery in databases, is the process of discovering 
interesting and useful patterns and relationships in large volumes of data. This field 
combines tools from statistics and artificial intelligence (such as neural networks and 
machine learning) with database management to analyze large digital collections, known 
as data sets. (Larose, 2004) Data mining is widely used in business (insurance, banking, 
retail), science research (astronomy, medicine), and government security (detection of 
criminals and terrorists). Although data mining is a relatively new term, the technology is 
not. Many companies have used powerful computers to sift through volumes of 
supermarket scanner data and analyze market research reports for years. However, 
continuous innovations in computer processing power, disk storage, and statistical 
software are dramatically increasing the accuracy of analysis while driving down the 
cost. 
Main phases of data mining are  
1. Data gathering  
2. Data preprocessing  
3. Data analysis  
4. Visualization 
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We are restricting ourselves to only text data in this project. Text gathering includes 
collection of raw documents. They are basically either structured or unstructured data. 
Preprocessing phase starts with tokenization. Tokenization is division of a document into 
terms. This process also referred as feature generation. It removes stop words and apply 
stemming algorithm to represent the terms in stemmed form. The stemmed words are 
input for feature selection and reduction. After features are reduced, the documents are 
represented in vector format and are ready for analysis. Once the data analysis is 
completed, the results or the findings can be represented visually for better 
understanding.  
 
2.2 Similarity metric      
Similarity metrics are important because these are used by the number of data mining 
techniques for determining the similarity between the items or objects for different 
purposes as per requirement such as  
• Clustering  
• Anomaly detection  
• Automatic categorization  
• Correlation Analysis  
• Nearest neighbor classification, search, and prediction  
• Discrimination and characterization 
It is the numerical measure of the degree of which two items are alike. Items which are 
more alike have higher similarity between them. Similarities are often non-negative 
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numbers and are fall generally in the range of [0,1], 0 for no similarity and 1 implies 
complete similarity. Examples of similarity measures in text datasets are:  
• Jaccard coefficient  
• Cosine similarity  
• Adjusted cosine similarity  
• Dice coefficient etc.  
• Correlation based similarity 
• Extended Jaccard coefficient  
• Mean squared difference 
Finding similarity between words is a fundamental part of text similarity which is 
then used as a primary stage for sentence, paragraph and document similarities. Corpus-
Based similarity is a semantic similarity measure that determines the similarity between 
words according to information gained from large corpora. String-Based measures 
operate on string sequences and character composition. A string metric is a metric that 
measures similarity or dissimilarity between two text strings for approximate string 
matching or comparison. Semantic similarity is a kind of relatedness between two words, 
it covers a broader range of relationships between concepts that includes extra similarity 
relations such as is-a-kind-of, is-a-specific-example-of, is-a-part-of, is-the-opposite-of. 
(Gomaa & Fahmy, 2013) 
2.3 Use of vector space model in document representation   
Vector space modeling is used for document representation and similarity calculation in 
information retrieval. All the words in the collection (excluding stop words) are used to 
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form linearly independent basis vectors. Every document is represented as a vector using 
each of these linearly independent basis vectors. A value of ‘1’ is used if the word is 
present in the document and ‘0’ if the word is not present in the document. Thus every 
document is represented as 
      
Where dj is the j-th document in the collection and (w1, w2, , ...... wn,) is the basis vector 
for the collection. Thus, vector space model converts all the documents in a collection 
into vectors within an n-dimensional vector space when ‘n’ is the number of unique 
words (sans stop words) in the collection. (Arguello, n.d.)      
2.4 Cosine similarity      
Cosine similarity is one of the most popular similarity measure applied to text documents, 
such as in numerous information retrieval applications and clustering too. Cosine 
similarity has proven to be a robust metric for scoring the similarity between two strings, 
and it is increasingly being used in complex queries. An immediate challenge faced by 
current database optimizers is to find accurate and efficient methods for estimating the 
selectivity of cosine similarity predicates. The basic idea behind cosine similarity is to 
transform each string into a vector in some high dimensional space such that similar 
strings are close to each other. Given the above vector space model, cosine similarity is 
used to calculate the similarity between two documents. (Tata & Patel, 2007)  
Cosine similarity between document d1 and document d2 = !".!#/ |!"||!#|  
This value ranges between 0 and 1. The higher the value, the greater the similarity 
between two documents in a vector space model. Cosine similarity is binary in nature. In 
other words, it checks if a word is present in a document or not and gives a 1 or 0 
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correspondingly. This is a very useful method when the keywords of two documents are 
being compared as keywords usually only occur once. 
Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors of an inner 
product space that measures the cosine of the angle between them. The cosine of 0° is 1, 
and it is less than 1 for any other angle. Firstly, each term is notionally assigned a 
different dimension and a document is characterized by a vector where the value of each 
dimension corresponds to the number of times that term appears in the document. Cosine 
similarity then gives a measure of how similar two documents are likely to be in terms of 
their subject matter. That is, when the two documents are dissimilar, their vectors will be 
distant, and likely in different directions from the origin, forming a wide angle. This 
angle can be used as the basis for a similarity metric in the same way that the Euclidean 
distance was used to form a similarity metric. In this case, the cosine of the angle leads to 
a similarity value. 
 
Using the above formula, we can calculate the similarity between any two documents.  
2.5 Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF.IDF) 
Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency is a weighting scheme that is commonly 
used in information retrieval tasks. The goal is to model each document into a vector 
space, ignoring the exact ordering of the words in the document while retaining 
information about the occurrences of each word. It is composed by two terms: one first 
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computes the normalized Term Frequency, which is the number of times a word appears 
in a document, divided by the total number of words in that document. Then, the second 
term is the Inverse Document Frequency, which is computed as the logarithm of the 
number of the documents in the corpus divided by the number of documents where the 
term appears. 
Cosine similarity doesn’t take into consideration the relative importance of words 
within a document. The main problem with the term-frequency approach is that it scales 
up frequent terms and scales down rare terms which are empirically more informative 
than the high frequency terms. The basic intuition is that a term that occurs frequently in 
many documents is not a good discriminator. The important question here is: why would 
you, in a classification problem for instance, emphasize a term which is almost present in 
the entire corpus of your documents? 
The tf-idf weight comes to solve this problem. The tf-idf gives how important a 
word is to a document in a collection, and that’s why tf-idf incorporates local and global 
parameters, because it takes in consideration not only the isolated term but also the term 
within the document collection. The tf-idf then solves that problem by scaling down the 
frequent terms while scaling up the rare terms; a term that occurs 10 times more than 
another isn’t 10 times more important than it, that’s why tf-idf uses the logarithmic scale 
to do that. A document on Gandhi may have the word “non-violence” repeated multiple 
times, yet this word is of a higher importance than a word like “law” (as Gandhi had a 
law degree). However, the regular binary vector representation assigns both of the words 
with the same weight, or importance. The term frequency representation incorporates the 
importance of a term with respect to a document by noting the number of occurrences of 
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the term in the document. Likewise, the term Gandhi is of real importance in the 
document but occurs very rarely across the collection. The inverse document frequency 
(IDF), is used to accentuate this aspect. IDF favors words that do not occur in many 
documents. 
TF and IDF in combination give a higher weight to a word that is frequent in the 
document but rare across the collection. The TF.IDF is an improved representation of a 
vector space model and is bound to improve cosine similarity if used to represent the 
vectors instead of the previously mentioned binary representation. (Ramos, 2003)    
2.6 Entropy 
Entropy is the measure of information and uncertainty of a random variable. Formally, if 
X is a random variable, S(X) the set of values that X can take, and p(x) the probability 
function of X, the entropy E(X) is defined as below: 
E(X) = - Σ p(x)log(p(x)) 
The discrete entropy measures the average uncertainty (information) contained in the 
probability distribution and can be used to measure many other concepts such as equality, 
disorder, diversity, similarity, unbiasedness, randomness, and so on. (Chen, 2010) 
Entropy is sometimes referred to as a measure of the amount of ‘disorder’ in a system. A 
room with socks strewn all over the floor has more entropy than a room in which socks 
are paired up, neatly folded, and placed in one side of your sock and underwear drawer. 
Entropy is the sum of the probability of each label times the log probability of that same 
label. (Barbara et al., 2002) 
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2.7 Clinical Trials 
A clinical trial is a research study in which human volunteers are assigned to 
interventions (for example, a medical product, behavior, or procedure) based on 
a protocol and are then evaluated for effects on biomedical or health 
outcomes. ClinicalTrials.gov is a Web-based resource that provides patients, their family 
members, health care professionals, researchers, and the public with easy access to 
information on publicly and privately supported clinical studies on a wide range of 
diseases and conditions. The Web site is maintained by the National Library of 
Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). According to their website, 
the information on ClinicalTrials.gov is provided and updated by the sponsor or principal 
investigator of the clinical study. Studies are generally submitted to the Web site when 
they begin, and the information on the site is updated throughout the study. In some 
cases, results of the study are submitted after the study ends.  
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3. Methods 
3.1 Data Collection 
There is a huge clinical trials related dataset at the Open Science Framework 
(https://osf.io/share/?) and includes interface for downloading the metadata. An initial 
search for all the trials which contain results was made and then the obtained data was 
scraped from the web pages into JSON files. These have the source URL for the study 
included in the output file under the key SOURCE_URL so that they can be easily 
referred back to the original files as and when required. Currently, there are 18,635 trials 
with results available on the mentioned website and these have scraped and processed 
into JSON files. Below is a sample portion of a JSON file containing metadata of one of 
the trials. 
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Figure 1
3.2 Data Preprocessing 
Data preprocessing of the Initial JSON files was tedious. The data was scraped from the 
clinical trials webpages and around 18k such files of completed studies were made 
available. These JSON files were initially formatted in such a way that a python file 
reader was not able to read due to the conflict of key errors. There were basically 
multiple JSON objects with each object mapped in a different way. There was an 
additional line with just the url which didn’t fit nicely into the JSON object. These issues 
deterred from progressing further. As a first version for progressing, a set of 5 files were 
initially separated and all the necessary attributes from these files were manually stored 
in a csv file. This csv file could now be loaded by the python code. For the initial run, a 
set of 10 attributes were selected based on their perceived importance with respect to the 
medical field.  
Each JSON file contained at least 40 attributes. For keywords extraction, we decided 
to consider only those key words which are informative enough to describe the entire 
dataset. However, those 40 attributes are not equally informative as we go through the 
entire dataset. Because these datasets are actually describing clinical trials, after careful 
consideration, we finally chose 8 attributes out of all the attributes, which we believe 
would be more informative compared to the other attributes. Below are the attributes that 
were considered for similarity based on their relevance to the medical field. Only the 
below attributes from the JSON files are considered throughout our project. 
1. Brief Title ICMJE 
2. Brief Summary 
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3. Study Arm (s) 
4. Intervention ICMJE 
5. Study Type ICMJE 
6. Condition ICMJE" 
7. Eligibility Criteria ICMJE 
8. Other Study ID Numbers ICMJE 
Instead of manually formatting the file, the other option was to remove the unformatted 
lines from the files using a code which reads line by line and based on the presence of 
particular words, it should be capable of removing certain parts of the file. But even 
before working on this code, the new JSON files were made available in which all the 
data was stored in one big object which can be easily read by python code without any 
further formatting. This again has 3 key value pairs :  
SOURCE_URL : This provides the URL for the clinical trial page. 
TABULAR_VIEW_MAP_LEMMATIZED_JSON : This splits the data of each 
attribute based on blank space and displays every split word/punctuation mark in a 
separate line. 
TABULAR_VIEW_MAP_JSON : This provides the data of each attributes in a normal 
sentence format. 
Usage of this lemmatized format could probably be more useful as it is already tokenized. 
But on further analysis using only the third key/value pair with sentence format made 
things simpler as the python program splits the data and separates anyway as its first step. 
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3.3 Data Cleaning 
Junk characters are currently present in the web data scraped files which need to be 
replaced before calculating the cosine similarity. Below is one such which was present in 
the earlier files. In the new JSON files, there were few other junk characters but not the 
below one. 
new_key = key.replace(u'\xa0',""); 
These garbage characters are present due to the data being web scraped data which 
introduces such characters. This is one of well known issues with web data. 
3.4 Stop word Removal 
Next, there is a need to lower the case for all the characters of the text before one can 
start processing using lower() function as the code was considering two different versions 
of the same word in calculating the term frequencies. For instance, ‘soft’ and “Soft’ were 
considered different initially. With respect to removing the stop words, adding a list of 
words to be compared and removed as they match was not working great. Then the next 
approach tried was to use NLTK stop words which has a huge predefined list of stop 
words for each language. This removed all the stop words before calculating the 
similarity metric. Next step was to remove the medical field related stop words as there 
are many words like disease, patient, trial, test and medicine which are very common and 
don’t add any true value in the calculation of the similarity metric. These five words are 
currently added as medical stop words and being removed. This list can be amended as 
required. This list of words is highly corpus based and needs to be decided based on the 
domain of the corpus. These medical stop words were inspired by online searching and 
the inspection of datasets in the data preparation step. Some example medical stop words 
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were: patient, hospital, drugs, medicine. There is always a conflict about deciding the 
stop words for a specialized corpus when corpus can be classified as belonging to a very 
particular field.  
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4. Discussion 
There were four different approaches employed to calculate a measure of similarity 
between any two files.  
1. Cosine Similarity between the original JSON files 
2. Cosine Similarity between the signature files derived from the original JSON files 
3. Cosine Similarity between the canonical signature of the corpus vs individual 
signature files 
4. Measuring similarity using match of keywords between canonical signature of the 
corpus and the individual signature files 
4.1 Approach 1: Cosine Similarity between the original JSON files 
Though there are around 18,000 files in total, only the comparison results for 15-20 files 
are being considered for this paper’s purpose to keep things simple. Also for a set of files 
being compared, the below combinations of attributes seemed to make more sense as they 
tend to consist of related words or words used for similar purpose. These are being 
categorized together as per suggestions from people working in medical domain. Like 
below, the words in first case tend be about describing the affliction in the trial and the 
second one is about the type of study. Each of these cases are expected to consist of 
different kind of words. 
• general: using brief title and brief summary 
• study: using study arm + intervention + study type    
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• condition:  using condition + eligibility 
• related:  using other study ids 
Once all the stop words have been removed, the cosine similarity value for a sample of 
two files was calculated by using the term frequencies as the basis. Initially, cosine 
similarity was calculated for each of the four attribute combinations above. But the cosine 
similarity values were found to be extremely low and hence a decision was made use the 
below eight attributes together to make use of all the relevant data possible for cosine 
similarity value calculation. 
• Brief Title ICMJE 
• Brief Summary 
• Study Arm (s) 
• Intervention ICMJE 
• Study Type ICMJE 
• Condition ICMJE" 
• Eligibility Criteria ICMJE 
• Other Study ID Numbers ICMJE 
Cosine Similarity is a way to measure overlap and the value is higher when there is more 
of overlap. Generally, there are more chances of overlap when there is more data. Hence 
it made sense to use a combination of all medically relevant attributes together for the 
calculation of cosine similarity. 
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For the first approach, on using the complete set of attributes, the results of cosine 
similarity value calculation were across a wide range between 0 to 0.7. Though there 
were many pair wise comparisons resulting between 0.1 to 0.4, the results were valid. 
 
Figure 2 – Sample similarity matrix 
The above figure demonstrates the pairwise comparisons of cosine similarity values 
across the corpus. For simplicity, only few comparisons are being presented. For this 
approach, initially the JSON files were loaded using a python package and then only the 
relevant attributes have been stored aside. All the necessary stop words were stripped off 
the data and the data of two particular trials was converted into vectors format. Then the 
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cosine similarity based on the formula was calculated with no other manipulations. This 
was repeated by comparing each file with every other file in the corpus. 
4.2 Approach 2: Cosine Similarity between the signature files  
The next approach was to perform similar pairwise comparisons by calculating the cosine 
similarity values for each pair but instead of using the initial JSON files, new signature 
files were employed. The signature files are simply the text files containing only the 
signatures of the original files instead of entire data. The original JSON files when 
stripped of all irrelevant content are called signature files. These signature files are 
obtained from another study for DataBridge by Hu (2016) in which they were originally 
extracted. 
The signature file creation follows slightly different process. The motivation 
behind this approach is that the raw term frequency as in the first approach suffers from a 
critical problem: all terms are considered equally important when it comes to assessing 
relevancy on a query. In fact, certain terms have little or no discriminating power in 
determining relevance. For instance, a collection of documents on the auto industry is 
likely to have the term auto in almost every document. To this end, we introduce a 
mechanism for attenuating the effect of terms that occur too often in the collection to be 
meaningful for relevance determination. An immediate idea is to scale down the term 
weights of terms with high collection frequency, defined to be the total number of 
occurrences of a term in the collection. The idea would be to reduce the tf weight of a 
term by a factor that grows with its collection frequency.  But there is a clear advantage 
in using document frequency instead of collection frequency. Hence we employed 
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inverse document frequency in the creation of signature files where the idf of a rare term 
is high, whereas the idf of a frequent term is likely to be low. 
In this approach, initially a dictionary containing each word and the word’s 
document frequency is created. Then P, the probability of the word in the collection and 
IDF are calculated as below: 
P = term frequency in current document / term frequency in all documents 
 
Then using the above calculated values, the entropy is calculated using the below formula 
Entropy = P * IDF + (1 - P) * IDFNOT T 
Once the entropy is calculated, if this entropy significance is less than 0.15 then 
the term involved is added into the signature. Similarly, entropy is calculated for each 
term and added or removed as per the result. The combination of all these terms with 
better significance is defined as signature file for that document. Here 0.15 is set as a 
benchmark as only the initial 15% tend to be of relevance as per the sine curve. Once 
signature files are created for each of the JSON files, the cosine similarity is calculated by 
pairwise comparisons of two signature files at a time just like the previous approach. On 
analyzing the resultant cosine similarity values, it was found that the values are further 
lower than earlier but this was pretty much expected as now the data is more refined and 
contains only very much relevant words. It is also stripped of all terms of low 
significance making the signature files containing absolutely only necessary terms and 
nothing else. The cosine similarity values ranged between 0 to 0.4 with many pairwise 
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comparisons resulting in values between 0.01 to 0.1 on the heavier side. Below is the 
sample part of pairwise comparisons of the signature files. 
 
Figure 3 
4.3 Approach 3: Cosine Similarity for canonical signature vs signature files 
For this approach, we decided to create a single signature file which is representative of 
the entire corpus. The generation of this canonical signature files follows a slightly 
different process from the individual signature files. Initially, a sample of 1000 to 2000 
files is considered as corpus and IDFs are calculated for the entire sample corpus. The 
maximum limit for IDF can be tweaked as required to create a final list of keywords. For 
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a trial purpose, the maximum IDF was set as 0.15 and only keywords with IDF below the 
maximum IDF were considered to be part of canonical signature. Below is the flowchart 
for the generation of canonical signature file. 
 
 
Figure 4 
This canonical signature file for the whole corpus contains all the important terms 
alone from the corpus. This canonical signature is similar to a centroid and it helps us to 
identify how far or near are the individual signature files from the centroid. This 
approach using canonical signature can be used for a particular corpus or multiple 
signatures can be compared with individual signature files to identify which cluster the 
signature file belongs to. But in this case, only one canonical signature file is being 
generated for the entire corpus. The canonical signature generated contained a total of 
fifty-nine keywords which were considered representative of the corpus. This canonical 
signature file was again obtained from another study for DataBridge by Hu (2016). 
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Below were the keywords in the canonical signature file: 
 
 
Figure 5 – Canonical Signature File 
This signature file can then be compared with each of the individual signature files 
created from the initial JSON files using IDF concept. The pairwise comparisons in this 
approach are between canonical signature file and the individual signature files. The 
cosine similarity measure is calculated for the above pairwise comparisons. 
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Below is part of the results of the comparison performed using this approach: 
 
Figure 6 
On analyzing the results, the values were all found to be pretty much within the 
range between 0 to 0.1 which is extremely low and hence this approach was deemed not 
to have produced any results of statistical significance. The values were considered to be 
too low for making any sense of these results. These cannot be even used for clustering of 
files or identifying any level of similarity between them as all the files seem to fall in the 
same range. Employing cosine similarity for pairwise comparisons between canonical 
signature file and the individual signature files might not be a great choice as the files 
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being compared are of different kind where one is a list of keywords representing the 
whole corpus while other is a signature for one specific trial data. 
4.4 Approach 4: Measuring similarity by match of keywords  
The final approach employed to identify the level of similarity was an approach 
generated by tweaking the previous approach which did not produce useful results. This 
approach again used the same pairwise comparisons between canonical signature files 
and the individual signature files. But this approach doesn’t involve cosine similarity 
instead it uses a different kind of metric calculation. This measure uses a range of 0 to 1. 
In this approach, firstly the number of keywords that match between the canonical 
signature and individual signature files are identified and based on the number of 
matches, a measure is generated. For instance, if there is a single match, a measure of 0.1 
is generated, in case of two matches, a measure of 0.2 is generated and so on. In the case 
of more than nine matches, the measure still continues to be 1 as the maximum value 
possible is 1. 
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Below were the results generated for few pairwise comparisons: 
 
Figure 7 
The results generated ranged between 0 and 1. These results definitely help in identifying 
how close or far off a particular file is from the canonical signature. In this case, there is a 
single canonical signature for the entire corpus and a value of 0.7 and above indicates the 
file being very highly representative of the corpus where as a value of 0.1 is more distant 
from the canonical signature as it contains only a single keyword match. This matching 
keyword could be pretty important one in some cases and in others it can be a keyword 
which is not that informative or rare enough to be representative of the corpus. This 
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approach, therefore, seems to provide more statistically significant results as compared to 
the previous approach.  
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5. Conclusion 
Among the four approaches employed to identify the level of similarity between the 
various clinical trials data, three of them which are listed below provided results of 
statistical significance.  
• Cosine Similarity between the original JSON files 
• Cosine Similarity between the signature files derived from the original JSON files 
• Measuring similarity using match of keywords between canonical signature of the 
corpus and the individual signature files 
5.1 Specificity of stop words 
In each of the above approaches, there was a concern about the number of medical 
domain related stop words to be included in the list of words which are not supposed to 
considered for any of the calculations. These words were decided based on their 
commonness with respect to the medical field. Certain words like medicine, trial, 
diagnose, etc. might be considered words of significance in general but in this case since 
the corpus is entirely about clinical trials, these words do not necessarily add any 
significance for comparing the relatedness between two particular trials. But deciding on 
these words by people who have no medical background can be a little tricky as the 
presence or absence of these stop words directly affects the similarity values. Hence, 
deciding on these keywords becomes absolutely important. Certain words like ‘dose’ or 
‘dosage’ can prove to be tricky as these might seem to be commonly occurring in medical 
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domain and hence might be assumed as irrelevant for our purpose of similarity 
identification. But from medical trials metadata perspective, it might seem to a significant 
keyword. There might be many such cases and therefore it is important to chose the 
keywords after careful consideration. 
Especially in the final approach, the results could be substantially different if 
there were different or comparatively smaller set of keywords. For instance, there are 
currently fifty-nine keywords in the canonical signature file, but if this list was further 
stripped by removing off more keywords or keeping an even higher level of significance 
for the keywords to be considered for the generation of the canonical signature file, the 
results could be completely different. In all the approaches, both the NLTK stop words 
list and a manually developed list for medical domain stop words were used in this 
project. This indicates the importance of employing a combination of available 
algorithms and the learning gained from trends in the data itself in the field of data 
analytics. In many cases, using an existing algorithm as such might not work out as 
expected. The algorithms and methods might require some tweaking to suit our project 
needs as each type of dataset is bound to have its own quirks. Hence, the manually 
developed list of keywords will require further scrutiny by experts in medical domain so 
that we don’t lose out any relevant keywords.  
5.2 Clustering of files in a narrow range 
Another common pattern which was noticed throughout the results of various approaches 
was the clustering of many files within a small range. In the second approach using 
signature files, most of the files in the sample set seemed to generate cosine similarity 
values within the range between 0.01 and 0.1. This could be attributed to many reasons. 
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This could have occurred because they belong to the same corpus and hence 
automatically have certain features similar. In the fourth approach, since the canonical 
signature and the individual signatures files were created using the same set of files and 
contained exactly same keywords. Therefore, it seemed to make sense that they all 
generated results in a very specific narrow range. It is also possible that only for these 
particular sample files, the results seemed to be in this narrow range between 0.01 and 0.1 
and might be more spread across the range if the entire corpus was used for similarity 
calculation. It would also be interesting to see how these approaches would work when 
applied to datasets outside of DataBridge project 
5.3 Future Work 
The results of the above discussed approaches can be implemented in Databridge which 
already has a visualization application with interactivity to find the similarity metric 
between a set of files. It requires a java wrapper for implementation as currently the 
entire code is written in python programming language. The future work also involves 
further refining of the canonical signature by reducing the number of keywords to check 
how it affects the pairwise comparisons. Another enhancement would be to generate 
multiple canonical signatures and then perform pairwise comparisons. This will be 
helpful in forming clusters as well in addition to calculating the similarity metric. There 
are also many other similarity metrics which need to be explored. It will also be 
interesting to find if other metrics can provide even better results. As an exploratory 
project, it is important to explore various types of methods for finding similarity as with 
more methods implemented, more interesting results will be generated.   
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7. Appendix
7.1 Calculation of cosine similarity using initial JSON files 
import re 
import JSON 
import math 
import string 
from collections import Counter 
from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
from os import listdir 
from os.path import isfile, join 
 
WORD = re.compile(r'\w+') 
 
def extract_data(folder_name): 
   #to do - add check for incorrect folder name 
   only_files = [f for f in listdir(folder_name) if isfile(join(folder_name, f)) & f.endswith('.JSON')] 
   clinical_data = [] 
   #print onlyfiles 
   for each_file in only_files: 
       #print join(folder_name,each_file) 
       with open(join(folder_name, each_file)) as JSON_file: 
           JSON_data = JSON.load(JSON_file) 
           extracted_data = JSON_data["TABULAR_VIEW_MAP_LEMMATIZED_JSON"] 
           keys = extracted_data.keys() 
           for key in keys: 
               new_key = key.replace(u'\xa0', "") 
               extracted_data[new_key] = extracted_data.pop(key) 
           #print extracted_data[new_key] 
 
       words = extracted_data["Brief Title ICMJE"] 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Brief Summary"]) 
       #words.extend(extracted_data['Study Arm (s)']); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Intervention ICMJE"]) 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Study Type ICMJE"]) 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Condition ICMJE"]) 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Eligibility Criteria ICMJE"]) 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Other Study ID Numbers ICMJE"]) 
 
       str1 = ' '.join(words) 
       str1 = str1.lower()  
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  #print(str1) 
       clinical_data.append(str1+'||' + each_file) 
 
   for i in range(0, len(clinical_data)): 
       for k in range(i+1, len(clinical_data)): 
           if i != k: 
               cosine = get_cosine(clinical_data[i].split('||')[0], clinical_data[k].split('||')[0]) 
               print(str(clinical_data[i].split('||')[1]), str(clinical_data[k].split('||')[1]), cosine) 
 
def get_cosine(text1, text2): 
   stop = stopwords.words('english') 
   medical_stopwords = ["patients", "patient", "medicine", "trial", "study"] 
   stop.extend(medical_stopwords) 
   stop.extend(string.punctuation) 
 
   v1 = [i for i in text1.split() if i not in stop] 
   v1 = ' '.join(v1) 
 
   v2 = [i for i in text2.split() if i not in stop] 
   v2 = ' '.join(v2) 
 
   words = WORD.findall(v1) 
   words1 = WORD.findall(v2) 
   vec1 = Counter(words) 
   vec2 = Counter(words1) 
   #print(vec1) 
   #print(vec2) 
   intersection = set(vec1.keys()) & set(vec2.keys()) 
   numerator = sum([vec1[x] * vec2[x] for x in intersection]) 
 
   sum1 = sum([vec1[x]**2 for x in vec1.keys()]) 
   sum2 = sum([vec2[x]**2 for x in vec2.keys()]) 
   denominator = math.sqrt(sum1) * math.sqrt(sum2) 
 
   if not denominator: 
       return 0.0 
   else: 
       return round((float(numerator) / denominator), 3) 
 
extract_data('/Users/harikaboya/Downloads/test') 
 
7.2 Generation of signature files 
import JSON 
import math 
import os 
import string 
from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
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def main(): 
   file_path = "H:\\Dropbox\\UNC\\MasterPaper\\Databridge\\Clinicaltrial_data\\newdata"; 
   corpus_path = "H:\\Dropbox\\UNC\\MasterPaper\\Databridge\\corpus.JSON"; 
 
   # signature = dic() 
 
   # construct medical stopwords 
   stop = stopwords.words('english'); 
   medical_stopwords = ["patients","medicine","for","four","study"] 
   stop.extend(medical_stopwords); 
   stop.extend(string.punctuation); 
 
   with open(corpus_path) as corpus_file: 
       corpus = JSON.load(corpus_file); 
 
   for filename in os.listdir(file_path): 
       signature = []; 
       print filename; 
       open_path = file_path+'\\'+filename; 
       # print open_path; 
       with open(open_path) as JSON_file: 
           JSON_data = JSON.load(JSON_file); 
           extracted_data = JSON_data["TABULAR_VIEW_MAP_LEMMATIZED_JSON"]; 
           keys = extracted_data.keys(); 
           for key in keys: 
               new_key = key.replace(u'\xa0',""); 
               extracted_data[new_key] = extracted_data.pop(key); 
 
       words = extracted_data["Brief Title ICMJE"]; 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Brief Summary"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Study Arm (s)"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Intervention ICMJE"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Study Type ICMJE"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Condition ICMJE"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Eligibility Criteria ICMJE"]); 
       words.extend(extracted_data["Other Study ID Numbers ICMJE"]); 
       print "extraction done"; 
       # print words; 
 
       removed_words = [i for i in words if i not in stop]; 
       removed_words = [i for i in removed_words if not i.isdigit()] 
 
       sum_of_docs = 1000; 
 
       for word in removed_words: 
           # print word,corpus[word]; 
           sig = compute_sig(corpus[word], sum_of_docs); 
           if (sig<0.15 and word not in signature): 
               signature.append(word); 
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           else: 
               signature; 
       # 
       print signature; 
       save_name = filename+"_signature.txt"; 
       with open(save_name, 'w') as fp: 
           JSON.dump(signature, fp); 
 
def compute_sig(df, sum_of_docs): 
   sig=1; 
   if df==1000: 
       sig=1; 
   else: 
       df = float(df); 
       sumdoc = float(sum_of_docs); 
 
       pt = df/sumdoc; 
       pnt = 1-pt; 
 
       idft_r = math.log10(df/sumdoc); 
       idfnt_r = math.log10((sumdoc-df)/sumdoc); 
 
       sig1 = pt*(-idft_r); 
       sig2 = pnt*(-idfnt_r); 
       sig = sig1+sig2; 
 
   return sig; 
 
main(); 
# compute_sig(1,1000); 
# print math.log10(0.5); 
 
 
 
 
